Get premium viewing performance and create the ideal home
Dragonfly™ Fixed Projection Screen. Designed to work effortlessly
this versatile screen is the perfect piece for your space. Crafted
and a luxurious hand-wrapped black velvet frame, this projection
high-definition performance with an elegant look and feel.
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Get premium viewing performance and create a professional training or boardroom experience with
the Dragonfly™ Fixed Projection Screen. Designed to work effortlessly with most all lighting and
acoustic conditions, this versatile screen is the perfect piece for any commercial space. Crafted with
top-of-the-line screen materials and a luxurious hand-wrapped black velvet frame, this Projection
Screen combines impressive performance with a high-end look and feel.
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SCREEN MATERIALS
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High Contrast screen material is the perfect solution for
reducing glare from ambient light and handling projectors
with weak black levels and high light output (such as LCD
projectors). Having the correct contrast for images is essential
for achieving rich color saturation and strong picture definition.
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DF-SL-84

84”

41.14''

73.19''

47.48''

79.53''

47.36''

DF-SL-92

92”

45.08''

80.2''

51.42''

86.54''

51.3''

DF-SL-100

100”

49.02''

87.17''

55.35''

93.5''

55.24''

DF-SL-106

106”

51.93''

92.36''

58.27''

98.7''

58.15''
60.12''

DF-SL-110

110”

53.9''

95.87''

60.24''

102.2''

DF-SL-120

120”

58.82''

104.57''

65.16''

110.9''

65''

DF-SL-133

133”

65.2''

116''

71.54''

122.24''

71.38''

MATTE WHITE
Ideal for home theaters with controlled lighting, matte white
screen material delivers impeccable color balance while
reducing light “ripples” to product bright, clear pictures. Enjoy
true-to-life images and ultra-wide off-axis viewing.

ACOUSTIWEAVE™
Industry-leading AcoustiWeave™ screen material gets rid of
improper reflections to prevent wavy and “rippled” images,

Lifetime Limited Warranty
Dragonfly Fixed Projection Screens have a Lifetime Limited Warranty. This warranty includes parts and labor repairs on
all components found to be defective in material or workmanship under normal conditions of use. This warranty shall

while delivering clean, pristine picture quality. It provides rich
contrast and the perfect brightness for a truly exceptional
viewing experience.

not apply to products which have been abused, modified or disassembled. Products to be repaired under this warranty
must be returned to SnapAV or a designated service center with prior notification and an assigned return authorization
number (RA).
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